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Abstract: Landslide disasters occur frequently in the mountainous areas in southwest China, which
pose serious threats to the local residents. Interferometry Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) provides
us the ability to identify active slopes as potential landslides in vast mountainous areas, to help
prevent and mitigate the disasters. Quickly and accurately identifying potential landslides based
on massive SAR data is of great significance. Taking the national highway near Wenchuan County,
China, as study area, this paper used a Stacking-InSAR method to quickly and qualitatively identify
potential landslides based on a total of 40 Sentinel SAR images acquired from November 2017 to
March 2019. As a result, 72 active slopes were successfully detected as potential landslides. By
comparing the results from Stacking-InSAR with the results from the traditional SBAS-InSAR (Small
Baselines Subset) time series method, it was found that the two methods had a high consistency,
with 81.7% potential landslides identified by both of the two methods. A detailed comparison on the
detection differences was performed, revealing that Stacking-InSAR, compared to SBAS-InSAR may
miss a few active slopes with small spatial scales, small displacement levels and the ones affected
by the atmosphere, while it has good performance on poor-coherence regions, with the advantages
of low technical requirements and low computation labor. The Stacking-InSAR method would be
a fast and powerful method to qualitatively and effectively identify potential landslides in vast
mountainous areas, with a comprehensive understanding of its specialty and limitations.

Keywords: Stacking-InSAR; potential landslides; Sentinel-1; southwestern China

1. Introduction

Landslide disasters occur frequently in the mountainous southwestern region of China,
and often cause severe economic losses and even huge casualties [1–5]. Identifying where
landslides could happen is important for landslides hazard mitigation. Optical remote
sensing is dramatically affected by the clouds and fog in southwestern China. Interfer-
ometry Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR), with the advantages of all-day, all-weather,
cloud-free and high measurement accuracy [6–14], has become a useful tool to identify
active slopes, which are probably potential landslides. In the vast steep mountainous
region of southwestern China, the fast and accurate identification of potential landslides
with the use of cutting-edge InSAR technology is of great significance for subsequent
monitoring and early warning to mitigate landslide disasters.

The time series InSAR (TS-InSAR) method (e.g., Persistent Scatterer InSAR (PS-
InSAR) [15], Small Baselines Subset InSAR (SBAS-InSAR) [16], and Interferometric Point
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target Analysis (IPTA) [17]) overcome the technical problems of low coherence and at-
mospheric delay, and have been successfully used in monitoring landslide displace-
ment [18–29] and identifying potential landslides [30–32]. However, the conventional
TS-InSAR algorithms are relatively time-consuming and labor-intensive, especially for the
upcoming massive multi-orbit multi-type SAR data. As a simple and convenient TS-InSAR
method, the Stacking-InSAR method has been discussed and used for displacement mon-
itoring [33–35]. In terms of landslide monitoring and early identification, Liu et al. [35]
achieved large-scale geohazard identification based on the Stacking-InSAR method with
ScanSAR data. Zhang et al. [36] proposed the GACOS-assisted Stacking-InSAR method
to identify potential landslides in the Jinshan River Region. Stacking-InSAR and conven-
tional TS-InSAR have been given increasing attention and has been used in wide-area
potential landslide identification, with the advantage of fast processing and high accuracy,
respectively. However, differences in performance and suitability between Stacking and
conventional TS-InSAR methods for potential landslide identification in mountainous areas
need to be further identified and understood.

In this paper, we used the Stacking-InSAR method to identify potential landslides
along the national highway near Wenchuan County with 40 ascending Sentinel-1 data.
High consistency was achieved when comparing Stacking-InSAR results with SBAS-InSAR
results. By analyzing missing and different detection, we were able to identify the reasons
for the different identification and feasibility of the two methods, which could play an im-
portant role in understanding, analyzing and interpreting results for the further application
of potential landslide identification by InSAR.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The study area is located along the national road near Wenchuan County in the
southwestern Sichuan Province, China (Figure 1). It is a typical mountainous area with
steep slopes near the Longmenshan fault, hit by a heavy Ms. 8.0 earthquake in 2008. The
complex geographical environment provides a good environment for the growth of a large
number of potential landslides. Therefore, this area is highly susceptible to landslides and
other geohazards. There is one main road along the valley, including part of the G213 and
G317 China national highways, which is surrounded by steep high mountains on both
sides, with the valleys are eroded by Minjing River and Zagunao River (Figure 1a). The
area marked with red lines in Figure 1b is the specific study area, with an altitude of about
3000–4000 m, involving four counties: Li County, Wenchuan County, Mao County, and
Heishui County. The climate is relatively dry, with heavy rains in summer, leading to the
frequent occurrence of natural disasters in this season, such as the landslide in Xinmo
Village, Maoxian County in 2017, which had more than 90 casualties [37–42].

2.2. Datasets Used in This Study

Sentinel-1 was launched by the European Space Agency (ESA) in 2014, carrying a
C-band SAR with an orbit height of 690 km and a revisiting cycle of 12 days. The main
parameters are shown in Table 1. In this study, the single look complex (SLC) format
data of the VV polarization mode in the Interfermetric Wide (IW) mode were used for
Stacking-InSAR processing, and the images were acquired from November 2017 to March
2019. Forty ascending orbit images were used for the analysis, with the temporal baseline
and the perpendicular baseline controlled within 60 days and 200 m, respectively. The
digital elevation model (DEM) from the shuttle radar topography mission (SRTM) [43]
with a spatial resolution of 30 m was used to calculate terrain feature parameters, extract
overlay and shadow areas and remove the topographic effect in the InSAR processing.
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Figure 1. (a) Basic information and location of study area; (b) The terrain and altitude of study area. 
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Table 1. Main parameters of the Sentinel-1 data used in this study.

Parameter Value

Temporal coverage 2017.11.27–2019.03.22
Orbital direction Ascending

Wavelength 5.6 cm
Number of images 40

Azimuth/Range pixel spacing 13.99 m/2.33 m

2.3. Stacking-InSAR Method

The Stacking-InSAR method was originally proposed by Sandwell in 1998 [44]. Al-
though the accuracy of Stacking-InSAR is not as high as the time series InSAR processing
(such as PS-InSAR and SBAS-InSAR), it has its own advantages. The Stacking-InSAR
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processing was performed in GAMMA software in this study. Specific processing steps are
as follows:

As shown in Figure 2, assuming that there were N + 1 SAR images covering the
study area, the SLC images were acquired and co-registered with external DEM data
and precision orbit data. After forming a differential interferometric network with the
threshold on perpendicular and temporal baseline, the interferograms were generated.
Adaptive filtering and phase unwrapping were performed to acquire a series of unwrapped
differential interferograms.
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Figure 2. The flow chart of Stacking-InSAR method.

As the study area is in the mountainous area, we used a simple linear model to remove
the topography-dependent atmospheric phase [45]. In order to ensure the measurement
accuracy of Stacking-InSAR, only the unwrapped interferograms with good coherence
were then selected for stacking the unwrapped phase. The algorithm assumes that the
displacement of the ground surface changes near linearly, and the phase noise (including
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atmospheric phase) in a certain area is random in time. The weight of each interference
pair is related to its time interval. Therefore, the displacement phase can be separated as,

ϕ =
n

∑
i=1

ϕi · ∆Ti/
n

∑
i=1

∆T2
i (1)

in which ϕ represents the rate of phase change; ϕi and ∆Ti represents the interference phase
of the i-th interference image and the time interval of the i-th interference pair, respectively.

Then the average rate of phase change then would be converted to the displacement
rate as,

Vdisp =
λ · ϕ

4π
(2)

where Vdisp is the average displacement rate result along the LOS direction, λ is the
radar wavelength, and t∆ shows the time span. The standard deviation of the average
displacement rate can be expressed as,
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3. Results
3.1. Stacking-InSAR Identification Results

The Stacking-InSAR results are shown in Figure 3a, with a total of 72 potential land-
slides clearly identified. It should be noted that the identification of potential landslides
is not only based on displacements, but also on the knowledge of landslide morphology.
Judging from the Google Earth optical image or DEM, only the active slopes with land-
slide morphology were defined as potential landslides. Three typical areas were selected
and enlarged, as shown in Figure 3b–d. The typical area b is located near the Heishui
County reservoir. It can be observed from Figure 3b that a series of potential landslides are
distributed on both sides of a reservoir bank. The fluctuation of the reservoir’s water in
different periods causes slope instability and the revival of ancient landslides, resulting in
the dense distribution of active slopes in this area. Among them, Mawo Township landslide
is the most active slope, with a displacement of 120 mm/year revealed by Stacking-InSAR.
The typical area c is located near Li County and active slopes are found on both sides of
the G317 highway. Taoping Township is the most active slope with a displacement rate of
80 mm/year.

The typical area d is located near Feihong Township, Mao County, where the potential
landslides are densely distributed. Three potential landslides, (d1, d2 and d3) were selected
as the main research objects of field investigations. The Stacking-InSAR results and optical
remote sensing images of d1, d2, and d3 are enlarged and shown in Figure 3e,f, in which
the active displacements and signs of forming landslides can be clear observed.

Through the field investigations of these three typical slopes (as shown in Figure 4),
some damage cracks on the roads (Figure 4a) are observed in the d1 slope. By visiting
residential houses in the deformed area, we found that due to ground deformation the
houses had already suffered serious cracks and uneven subsidence (Figure 4b). For the d2
slope, there was sparse vegetation and clear damage could be seen along the road on the
slope. Through on-site measurement, maximum displacement reaches 30 cm (Figure 4c,d).
The front edge of the d3 slope is relatively broken due to the erosion of the Minjiang River,
with obvious sliding phenomena (Figure 4e,f). Evident cracks have appeared in the trailing
edge and two flanks, resulting in a high risk of slope failure and even blocking of the Min
River.
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3.2. SBAS-InSAR Identification Results

In order to validate and analyze the Stacking-InSAR result, the SBAS-InSAR [16,46]
time series method was used to detect active slopes in this area. The SARscape software
was used to perform SBAS-InSAR in this study and the results are shown in Figure 5, with
a total of 77 potential landslides identified.

For the purpose of comparison, the same typical areas (b, c, d) were selected as in
Figure 3, and were enlarged and shown in Figure 5b–d. In general, the identification results
of SBAS-InSAR and Stacking-InSAR are highly similar. Among the three key areas, it is
obvious from Figures 3b–d and 5b–d that the landslides with high displacement levels
(e.g., slopes near Heishui County Reservoir, Taoping Township Landslide and Feihong
landslide group) are both presented in the two methods. However, some differences in the
results from the two methods can be seen. For example, the Mowa landslide is undetected
in the SBAS-InSAR results (Figure 5d), owing to the huge displacement level, a maximum
displacement of 120 mm/year.
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4. Discussion

From a qualitative comparison of Figures 3 and 5, it can be deduced that most of the
results from the two methods are consistent. In total, Stacking-InSAR and SBAS-InSAR
identified 72 and 77 potential landslides, respectively, of which 67 potential landslides were
identified by both methods, indicating a high coincidence. However, there is indeed some
difference. Therefore, we performed a detailed and quantitative comparison of the two
results, with the statistics shown in Table 2. The total 82 identified potential landslides
were divided into three categories according to the identification methods.

Table 2. Statistics and suitability analysis of Stacking-InSAR and SBAS-InSAR results.

Category Comparison Count Displacement Level Suitability

1 Identified by Both methods 67 (81.7%) >20 mm/a Good coherence
Large displacement

2 Only by Stacking-InSAR 5 (6.1%) >20 mm/a Low coherence

3 Only by SBAS-InSAR 10 (12.2%) <20 mm/a
Small displacement
Small spatial scale

Influenced by atmosphere

The first category is potential landslides that can be identified by both methods.
Specifically, 67 potential landslides were identified by both Stacking-InSAR and SBAS-
InSAR, accounting for 81.7% of all identified landslides. As shown in Figure 6, we zoomed
in to two typical areas, the Taoping (Figure 6a–c) and Feihong town landslide groups
(Figure 6d–f), which reflect the general conditions for all the 67 potential landslides in
category 1. The displacement pattern is highly consistent. The displacement rate along
the LOS direction reached more than 65 mm/year and 55 mm/year, respectively. It can be
seen that these types of landslides have good coherence with relatively large displacement,
resulting in good conditions to be clearly identified by both of the two InSAR methods.
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The second category is the potential landslides that can only be identified by the
Stacking-InSAR method. Most of these landslides have low coherence and are totally
decorrelated in the SBAS-InSAR as shown in Figure 7.
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As shown in Figure 7a–c, Stacking-InSAR results show that, for the MAWO landslide,
LOS displacement has exceeded 120 mm/year (Figure 7a), while SBAS-InSAR produced no
result (no coherent points) in the core area of this landslide (Figure 7b). In the second case
(Figure 7d–f), the dense vegetation (can be seen from Figure 7f) on the surface of the slope
lead to decorrelation, resulting in the absence of displacements results from SBAS-InSAR
(Figure 7e), while these displacement areas were identified by Stacking-InSAR (Figure 7d).
The main reason for this is that in SBAS-InSAR processing there are strict rules (such as low
amplitude dispersion index, high coherence coefficient) for the selection of coherent points,
which should maintain high coherence or stable amplitude throughout the whole time
span [47]. In this case, the decorrelation, caused by large displacement and poor coherence,
lead to the absence of highly coherent points in this area throughout the whole time span.
Since Stacking-InSAR just superimposes some of the high unwrapped interferograms to
average the phases, the displacement can be retained. It should be noted that there are
some displacements on the right of the potential landslide identified in Figure 7d. Judging
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from the optical remote sensing image, we did not count this area as potential landslides
according to the basic landslides morphology (the displacements may be down to snow
melt in the mountain peaks or vegetation).

Therefore, for regions with poor coherence, Stacking-InSAR can retain the displace-
ment and perform better compared with SBAS-InSAR. This point is an important advantage
of Stacking-InSAR, which provides more observation and information in terms of spatial
scale. It csould play an important role in landslide identification by InSAR in mountainous
area with dense vegetation.

The third category contains the kinds of potential landslides that can only be identified
by the SBAS-InSAR method. As shown in Figure 8a–c, the displacement on this slope
only reaches 25 mm/year. There are no clear signs of displacement in the Stacking-InSAR
result (Figure 8a), while it can be detected in the SBAS-InSAR result (Figure 8b). This
displacement is consistent with the potential landslides identified by the optical image
in Figure 8c, where the leading edge of the deformed area has slipped for a long time.
Therefore, SBAS-InSAR has a better performance for landslides with small displacement.

In another two cases (Figure 8d–i), atmospheric impacts were revealed. As shown
in the white dashed area in Figure 8d,g, wide but vague displacement can be seen in
Figure 8d,g. However, this does not match the shape of the terrain on the optical image
in Figure 8f,i, which looks similar to the characteristics of the atmosphere. In order to
verify this, we extracted the displacement and elevation along two profile lines, AB and
CD, in Figure 8d,g, respectively (shown in Figure 8j–k). It is obvious that there is a strong
correlation between displacement and elevation along both profiles AB and CD. This is
typical of the elevation-dependent atmosphere in mountainous areas, which is correlation
in time and space, and cannot be removed by Stacking-InSAR. The corresponding results
from SBAS-InSAR in Figure 8e, h reveal the small displacement (about 30 mm/year), as
SBAS-InSAR could model and remove the atmosphere effect to some degree.

It should be noted that there is an active area with a small spatial scale (about 160 m
in Figure 8i) revealed by SBAS-InSAR in the bottom left corner of Figure 8h, while there
is no sign in the Stacking-InSAR result even of displacement reaching up to 30 mm/year.
This displacement is verified and can be clearly seen in the optical remote sensing image
(Figure 8i). It was suggested that some displacements at small spatial scales are eliminated
during the Stacking-InSAR phase accumulation and averaging process, and that SBAS-
InSAR performs better in the detection of slopes with small spatial displacement, and small
displacement influenced by the atmosphere. All the suitability analysis from the above are
summarized in Table 2.

Based on the analysis above, the performance for both two methods affected by some
technical features were analyzed and revealed. In addition to performance, some other
advantages of Stacking-InSAR should be mentioned and emphasized. The processing
time for the Stacking-InSAR and SBAS-InSAR are about 5 min and 5 h (from unwrapped
interferograms to the final geocoded displacements results), respectively, revealing a very
high efficiency of the Stacking-InSAR method. This could promote deep exploration
and application of the coming SAR data with very short revisiting time. Moreover, com-
pared to SBAS-InSAR and other time series InSAR (e.g., PS-InSAR, IPTA), Stacking-InSAR
processing is a relatively well-proven algorithm with high efficiency and low technical
requirements, which means it is easier to promote and apply in engineering applications.
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5. Conclusions

The national highway near Wenchuan County is located in the Longmen Mountain
fault zone, surrounded by steep mountain and valleys. This paper used the Stacking-
InSAR method to quickly and accurately identify active slopes based on 40 Sentinel-1
SAR data. As a result, 72 potential landslides were detected, and field investigations were
performed. Consistent validation results were achieved indicating that Stacking-InSAR has
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the advantages of high efficiency to quickly identify potential landslides in the processing
of massive amounts of SAR data.

Moreover, its performance in comparison to SBAS-InSAR was investigated. SBAS-
InSAR detected 77 potential landslides, and 67 of them were the same as those detected
by Stacking-InSAR, accounting for 81.7% of the total 82 detected active slopes. There
were 5 and 10 slopes that could only be identified by Stacking-InSAR and SBAS-InSAR,
respectively. We analyzed this difference in detail, revealing the performance and suitability
of these two methods with the conclusion that (1) slopes with good coherence and relatively
large displacement can be identified by both of the two methods; (2) the Stacking-InSAR
method would have better performance for low coherence areas; (3) for slopes with small
amounts of displacement, small spatial scales or influence from the atmosphere, SBAS-
InSAR would be the best option for the identification of active slopes. The performance
and suitability of Stacking-InSAR, mean that it would be an effective and powerful method
to qualitatively identify potential landslides, with the advantages of high efficiency, low
technical requirements, low computational labor and high spatial observation, and it could
play an important role in the future.
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